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Rockin' the EMP at
Fall Ball 2010
The Experience Music Project and Science Fiction museum at Seattle Center
played host to SEAC's annual Fall Ball this year. The dance returned with more
of a club party scene, along with the Facebook friendly photo booth.
To view an audio slideshow of Fall Ball 2010 visit:
SU-SPECTATOR.COM/MULTIMEQiA





Frank notebooks, I've never spent my mon-
ey on things that look like rainbow vomit.
So if outraged adults across Washington
hadn't kicked up such a fuss about Four \
Loko, I might never have tried it, because
to be honest, the can is a real turn off.
I undertook my mission to drink a
can ofFour Loko on a particularly inop-
portune day, Wednesday Nov.
11. Shortly before I began my
search, the Washington State
Liquor Control Board approved
Quenching thirst
around the world
No changes coming to
library 24 hour space
Dallas Goschie
students groan and escape the library, a
massive migration ofwould-be scholars
forced from their second home.
After fielding 14 complaints about
the library's hours (especially on week-
ends) and the lack of 24 hour study
spaces, ASSU passed a resolution to
open up more of the library for late
night study space.
However, budgetary and
safety concerns could prevent
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close at 9 p.m. It's ridiculous!" said
Natalie Golden, sophomore Spanish and cul-
tural anthropology major.
The ASSU resolution (sponsored by
Caroline Eggers, Kevin Eggers and Mark
Maddox), passed Nov. 3, notes that the 24
hour study space is approximately 90 seats
between the Garden Reading Room and the
second floor Bangasser Reading Room.
The resolution stipulates that the computer
lab on the second floor should be opened per-
manently and included among the 24 hour
space, an action that will add about 75 more
seats, effectively doubling the amount ofavail-
able study space.
"The concern with opening that lab is that
the printer breaks down, on average, once an
hour," said Judy Solberg, the library's direc-
tor ofPublic Services and Coordinator of the
Learning Commons Partnership. "That's an
expensive piece ofequipment to have a bunch
ofhands on, so we've considered having a stu-
dent tech employee in thereovernight, but we
aren't sure if our budget could even go that
Of greater concern is the issue keeping a
larger area safe for students and employees to
work in late at night.
"I am also concerned about putting a stu-
dent employee alone overnight. We have always
maintained a policy that we don't have student
employees in'the building unless a full time
employee is on the premises." Popko added.
ASSU's resolution provides that existing
Public Safety employees could monitor any
newly opened areas. However, University
Librarian JohnPopko believes the present force
is already stretched thin.
"I've been in touch with the Provost and
Mike Sletten [Director of Public Safety]. The
three [with Solberg] of us are very concerned
of the possibility of putting students at risk,"
said Popko. "Right now the public safety offi-
cers who are present in the building after hours
are doing rotations of three buildings, which
include the Connolly Center."
Students are also requesting that the library's
hours be expanded on weekends (especially
Sunday), though it recognizes that this years
budget has already been set. ASSU is asking
that the addition ofweekend hours is at least
considered when preparing the 2011-2012
budget.
"The entire time I've been here students
have asked for longer library hours, especially
on weekends, and every year we ask for more
moneyfor more staffmembers and we haven't
gotten it," Solberg said. "Right now we have
to stretch people to work weekends ... and
even they often end up working more than
they should."
Some students have also expressed frustra-
tion at the limited hours of the Byte, though
the ASSU resolution makes no note of the
popular eatery.
"The Byte should definitely be opened
more on weekends, they could get a lot more
business on Saturdays and Sundays. People do
study on the weekends," Golden said.
The Byte is under Bon Appetit control, but
Popko commented on the cafe as well.
"Without speaking for Buzz HofFord [direc-
tor ofBon Appetit], I know their concern is
having too many locations open that have to
be staffed," Popko said.
"Bon Appetit is revenue based, ifthey don't
makeenough money the universityhas to sub-
sidize their losses," Solberg added.
Popko notes that he has personally crafted
and sent an informal survey to roughly 80
libraries across the country discussing their
current 24 hour spaces, though he has only
received responses from a handful of libraries,
he notes that some of them mentioned that
they don't have any 24 hour spaces.
"We are certainly sympathetic to students
and their desire to succeed. There are a lot of
things we are still learning. I think students
are in front of us as far as the services we can
provide right now," Popko said.
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
In the Lemieux Library and McGoldrick Learning Commons, busy students
file into one of the two 24 hour study spaces on Sunday night once the clock
struck 9 p.m.
news
Metro cuts bus routes, student commutes suffer
Michelle Conerly
Gradual cutbacks to metropolitan transportation
put commuter schedules at risk
Staff Writer
Over the past few months, King
County Metro has made significant
changes in its scheduling and bus
routes due to financial cutbacks.
After the adoption of the 2010-
2011 biennial budget, the King
County Council implemented a
nine-point plan to help the budget
gap. Some of the actions taken in-
clude reducing the number ofnew
buses purchased, eliminating more
than 70 staff positions, increasing
fares and reducing funds to address
emergency situations.
Currently, Metro Transit and
King County are both facing an
annual budget loss of $60,000.
To address these financial issues,
last Tuesday, Larry Gossett and
Larry Phillips, two members of
the Metropolitan King County
Council held a town hall meet-
They've been making
gradual cutbacks,




ing with five Regional Transit Task
Force members to discuss the fu-
ture ofKing County Metroand the
effects the new changes will have on
the community.
Part of their new plan is to cut
bus service by 75,000 hours in the
2010-2011 time frame. Cutting
bus lines that are not "productive
routes," according to John Howell,
Regional Transit TaskForce Report
Facilitator, is another part of the
plan. This option, though, has al-
ready begun to effect various riders,
including some Seattle University
students.
"They've been making gradual
cutbacks, and it's gradually getting
worse," said Ashley Swanson, senior
general communications major
who commutes twice a week from
Des Moines. "They have cut a lot of
great community buses especially
for commuters."
According to the Regional
Transit Task Force, 20 percent of
its customers are commuting to
and from school. For Swanson,
although the cost of taking public
transportation is still cheaper than
driving to Seattle, taking three bus-
es and the light rail to and from
school costs about $11 a day.
Another issue a lot of commu-
nity members are having with the
increasing changes is the safety of
riders. With the cutting of certain
bus lines, some people are obligated
to ride buses later on in the evening




are having is the
safety of bus riders.
"They are cuttingall these stops,
and not doing anything to protect
the passengers' safety," saidSwanson.
"There is a lot ofmugging and ha-
rassment at bus stops."
But not all changes have been
negative. On Oct. 2 of this year,
Metro introduced the first ofsix new
Rapid Ride Lines that come every
10 to 15 minutes. The Rapid Ride
A Line, which runs from Tukwila
to Federal Way, offers free Wi-Fi
service and according to Metro,
will cut travel times by one third.
In upcoming months, the Regional
Transit Task Force plans to work
with Metro in order to develop
a new policy framework for the
system.
"It would be nice if they extend-
ed that two hour transferperiod into
a four hour transfer period or offered
a day pass," said Swanson said.
For now, commuters can only
offer suggestions for changes that
would aid in the efficiency and
productivity so that fellow riders
can use public transportation to its
full potential without a substantial
cost increase.
Michelle may be reached at
mconerly@su-spectator.com
thfgh yg j su-spectator.com/news
ASSU petitions admin
to extend library hours
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By networking various charity water organizations,




of international clean water pro-
grams at work today, but many
of them aren't in conversation
with each other. World Water
Partners, a non-profit humanitar-
ian organization and now an official
Seattle University club, is looking
to encourage collaboration be-
tween major water organizations
like water.org and the One Drop
Foundation.
According to the World Water
Partnerswebsite, there are over $1.5
billion in abandoned water projects
in sub-Saharan Africa alone. In oth-
er words, they're not the first ones
to consider clean water availability
to be a key step towards poverty
alleviation, but they don't expect
to share the fate of these failed
organizations.
Networking is the new weap-
on in their arsenal, and as club
president Jourdan McGinn put it,




"Water is linked to everything."
McGinn originally intended
to work specifically on bringing
clean water to Darmang, a vil-
lage in northern Ghana, but once
she found out about what Phillip
Thompson, a Seattle U engineer-
ing professor, was doing with
WWP, they decided to combine
their efforts.
McGinn first traveled to
Darmang in the summer of 2008
to teach English to the local kinder-
garten students. She returned in the
summer of2010 and, after speaking
with village elders and community-
members, she identified a few basic
The issue of getting
clean water to where




problems that she says desperately
needed to be solved.
Number one, they needed a
clean and stable water system.
Number two, they needed better
sanitation; she described the public
toilet as a hole in the ground, and
the runoff would often end up in
the schoolyard.
Thirdly, the community asked
for a vocational training center
that would act as a stepping-stone
between school graduation and a
stable occupation. But since all
three of these problems appeared
to betoo much for one determined
student to tackle, she resolved to
focus on the water issue.
Luckily, after collaborating
with Thompson and utilizing
WWP's partnership with Rotary
International, Seattle U's Engineers
Without Boarders and Volunteer
Partnerships for West Africa, the
club has set into motion a plan that
could very well meet all the village's
aforementioned needs.
Thanks to a lot of hard work
and a cooperative spirit between
the organizations, several wells
are scheduled to be drilled, and a
vocational training center is sched-
uled to be built within the next
two years.
And while McGinn has focused
most of her attention on Ghana,
Thompson had originally organized
WWP with Haiti in mind. Haiti's
worsening condition needs a great
deal ofattention, and Thompson
was quite bothered by the fact that
more hasn't been done.
"They're 700 miles from Miami,"
he said. "There's no reason why ev-
ery medical clinic in Haiti should
not have clean water."
His long-term goal is to have
this mission accomplished by the
end of2012, but a lot ofwork still
needs to be done. Right now, they
are working with engineers to drill
wells and develop water treatment
equipment.
If you go to worldwaterparners.
org, you'll see a map of Haiti and
symbols that indicateWWP's area
of operation. You can also learn
about other projects they've worked
on in Thailand and Zambia. They
intend to do work in Peru and in
Pakistan, where the recent flood-
ing has deprived citizens of basic
resources.
They are always looking for new
members to help with fundraising
and to be ambassadors to other
partner organizations. One such
contributor is Linda Diep, who is
part ofan independent group that's
in partnership withWWP. She co-
founded an organization called Go
Green or Go Home in 2007, and
now she's focusing on fundraising
for the Darmang wells.
Each ofthesewells costsroughly
$2,000 to $3,000.
McGinn believes that the suc-
cess of her Darmang operation, as
well as the success ofall the WWP
projects, is an achievable goal.
"The issue ofgetting clean water
to people is an overwhelming is-
sue," she said. "It's something that
we can't tangibly and concretely
thinkofany kind ofsolution to ...
but this is one step. We're getting
wells for one village, and it's not
something that's hard to dig up."
For more info, visit worldwater-
partners.org.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
Courtesy Jourdan McGinn
Junior communication major and global African studies minor Jourdan McGinn has taken multiple trips
to Africa to do humanitarian work. (Above) McGinn spent much of the last year in Ghana as an English
schoolteacher, where she got the idea to start a World Water Partners branch at Seattle University.
Core curriculum revision takes next steps
Olivia Johnson
The committee is currently finalizing student suggestions to the core,
expects more definite core draft by next spring
Editorial Assistant
After collecting input from faculty and
students, the University Core Revision
Committee is in the process ofcreating final
drafts ofoptions for therevised core curricu-
lum, to be implemented Fall of2012.
The committee, composed of 18 mem-
bers representing four different schools, was
created last winter, and spent the summer
and fall processing the data collected.
Their is was to redesign and describe the
new learning opportunities they wish to cre-
ate for future students.
"Our process has been very collegial and
participatory," said committee chair Nalini
Iyer. "People are excited about the possibili-
ties and the creative energy has been very
positive."
In addition to the faculty on the com-
mittee itself, other faculty members were
invited to attend a day long workshop this
fall where they analyzed the curricula used
by other schools to look at other successful
teaching methods.
"We have to sort through and synthesize
a massive amount ofinformation," Iyer said.
"It's helpful to look at what we know works
well."
ASSU also did tabling in Cherry Street
Market in order to collect student feed-
back on changes in the spring, and an
online Angel discussion forum is also
in place for students to comment on the
committee's website.
In addition to tabling, ASSU appointed
junior Christina Weidner last year to the
committee for student feedback.
"Although the students I've talked to so
far want specific information about how the
new core will work, we're just not at that
stage yet," Weidner said, who continually
stresses the importance ofstudent opinion,
whether it is in talking to the committee
or giving feedback via the Angel message
board. c
BecauseWeidner will be studying abroad
next quarter, she will be unable to fufill her
duties, and says the committee is looking
for a replacement. The student body will
be notified by e-mail in the coming weeks
of the opportunity.
"Working in this position has really
made me realize how vital the core is,"
Weidner said. "The faculty really care about
it and we're only making a great program
better."
Although the committee is far from de-
termining the final model of the new core,
the three main goals of the committee
include understanding what Jesuit Catholic
education looks like in the 21st century,
increasing global engagement and a greater
focus on writing and literacy skills.
"We just have to figure out how to put
it all together," Iyer said.
Weidner also discusses the broad range
of ideas they are working with.
"Answers from students about how we
should change the core range so much across
the entire student body, so we have a lot to
take into consideration," Weidner said.
She also discusses the many different
needs that must be met with the restructur-
ing of the curriculum, and the number of
things that must be taken into consideration
when preparing the new curriculum.
Iyer hopes to have finalized options ready
by the spring and feels that the committee
is "on target to meet that goal." Students
and faculty will then have the option of
giving feedback before any final proposals
are reached.
"We haven't quite entered the difficult
phase yet," Iyer said. "We still have to
produce something that will fit everyone's
needs."
Those interested in fdling Weidner's
position should contactASSU or Weidner
herself.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
Weidner is seeking a
replacement to fill her
committee position next year.
We haven't quite entered the
difficult phase yet. We still
have to produce something
*
to fill everyone's needs.
Nalini Iyer
Core Revision Committee
Water Partners wash away thirst in needy countries




Veterans raise their voices to tell their stories
Rodrigo Reyes
Members of the armed
forces attracted to Seattle
U's commitment to service
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday, the Wyckoff
auditorium hosted the veter-
ans' panel organized by the
student navigator on campus,
the Graduate Student Council
and the Veterans Club as part
of the Veterans Week at Seattle
University.
Veteran alumni, students, pro-
spective students and veterans'
families merged with the rest of
Seattle U's community to listen
to very intimate and human sto-
ries ofmen and women who have
given a part of their lives to the
service and protection of others.
Many people wore yellow rib-
bons in support of their fellow
Seattle U veterans.
Veterans have many differ-
ent things to say about how they
are perceived and how they per-
ceive life on campus. Some of
them have stories of success and
achievement, others narrate dif-
ficulties and struggles.
Only one theme remained
consistent in all of their stories:
their willingness to serve.
The conversation with the vet-
erans shed light on the fact that
military service, service to the
country or service to the consti-
tution, is above all, service, and
it is not about hurting people or
the military industrial complex or
getting benefits.
The veterans spoke about their
past experiences, their present ex-
perience as civilians and their ex-
pectations at Seattle U. According
to all the speakers there are a lot of
lifestyle changes when transition-
ing out of military life, but the
past experience of each veteran
seems to be an important factor
of how they cope with their new
life in society or on campus.
Factors like social background,
previous education and the con-
ditions in which they left the
military are key to understand-
ing the relative difficulty of the
transition.
Jake Kemnec, MBA student
and representative of the veterans
in the Graduate Student Council,
considers himself to be fortunate,
but he knows that is not always
the case and he wants to support
others who have had different
experiences.
"I was six years in the army,
got out as a captain. Prior to that I
was commissioned through West
Point," Kemmec said. "I didfour
years of college, got my degree,
graduated as an officer and served
for six years in the infantry and
was deployed twice."
The veterans expressed they
didn't want special treatment, just
the same opportunities and the
same respect given to everybody.
"I am coming to a school
where I meet people from all dif-
ferent walks of life, I just consider
myself as being from a different
walk of life much like yourself.
I just want people to respect my
experience as much as I respect
where you come from," Kemnec
said.
Several veterans expressed that
Seattle U's commitment to service
attracted them to the university
and seems to themlike a continu-
ation of a chosen personal path.
They expressed their disposition
to share, teach and learn.
Henry Lee, student naviga-
tor on campus, president of the
Veterans Club and vice chair of
finance and strategic planning in
the Graduate Student Council is
committed to make Seattle U a
more welcoming place for people
who make service a way of life
outside of campus.
"For the past two years we
have been thinking about doing
a service monument that em-
braces service [such as] veteran
service, Jesuit service or peace
corps service.
By signing the Governor's
MemorandumofUnderstanding,
Seattle U became a partner for
veteran supportive campuses, but
still, many veterans, when they
come back to school, hide their
military past for fear of being dis-
criminated or singled out.
"We are trying to educate
the staff, the administration
and the students to embrace the
veterans. When I first came back
to school I didn't want to be
pointed out as a veteran, now
from this position I can make
easier for veterans to come out,"
Lee said.
If you are a veteran and you
need service, support or guidance
contact HenryLee at leeh7@seat-
tleu.edu.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
I spent six years in
the army, then was
commissioned at West
Point as a Captain.
JakeKemnec
Graduate Student Council






Jon Polka | The Spectator
(Above) Henry Lee, a Seattle University student as well as Air Force
Guardsman, helped to organize thepanel. (Left) JaimeYslas (far right),
one of the veterans on thepanel, spoke about his experiences during
his military career.
SUYI refocuses on poverty and culture shock
Michelle Conerly
Staff Writer
Last Tuesday, the Seattle University Youth
Initiative held a discussion panel titled
"What's Going On: Education, Youth and
Families" to address critical issues such as
improving education and providing enough
resources for the children and teenagers in
the community in order to see them succeed
and further their studies.
Moderated by Rachael Steward, associ-
ate director for the Center for Service and
Community Engagement, the discussion
was held by Liban Ahmed, a Seattle com-
munity member for 10 years and parent of
six children.
She was joined by Barbara Dixon, a moth-
er of five children and a kindergarten teacher
at Bailey Gatzert Elementary School.
Also appearing were Greg Imel, the prin-
cipal of Bailey Gatzert Elementary School,
and Kiseri Tensaew, a 9th grader at Garfield
High School.
One of the issues these individuals ad-
dressed was how the students use the re-
sources of the communitylike UrbanLeague
Scholars and the Youth Tutoring Program to
support and supplement theiracademics.
"Growing up with parents that did not
have the resources that I have, I've always
been pushed to excellence," Tensaew said.
"I'm taking a lot of challenging classes that
are above and beyond what I shouldbe tak-
ing, [and] I have a lot of resources coming
from Garfield."
The effects of poverty and culture shock
on the students and parents were two other
issues brought to light at the discussion.
When families from foreign countries
come to the United States, the parents inad-
vertently use their children as translators, in-
hibiting their children from learning English
and putting the child in a parental role. Yet,
the existing language barrier is an important
issue that both parents and educators have
to learn to work around.
"Parents have felt isolated because they
aren't able to communicate with teachers,"
said Rebecca Recinos, junior liberal studies
major who attended the discussion.
Ahmed, who also teaches soccer to
children in the neighborhood, touched on
the hardships ofbeing a parent from another
country, trying to raise children in the 21st
century and the importance ofeducation for
the youth.
"Without education, you are in a mist of
darkness," Ahmed said. "Withoutknowledge,
you can't get out ofthat darkness. Education
will make you free."
With this in mind, Ahmed directly ad-
dressed Seattle U during the discussion
asking for help from those who have the
resources to do so.
"I want to hit the nail on the head with
Seattle U," Ahmed said. "There are a lot
of parents struggling. We do a lot, but we
need help. We need your help. I hope you
listen."
Michelle may be reached at
mconerly@su-spectator.com
Without education, you are in
a mist of darkness. Without
knowledge, you can't get out.
Education will make you free.
Liban Ahmed
CSCE
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Bookstore classifieds turn the
page on textsbook exchange
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
ASSU Chief ofStaff Joe Dyer,
is aiming to revolutionize the way
students use textbook resources on
campus.
Dyer is working to develop a
campus-wide textbooks classified
system.
"We are paying so much for
textbooks, and I always see people
with textbooks that are never used
again. We needed a system that
would let people share resources."
Dyer said.
According to Dyer, the goal is
to make it easier for students to
attain the books they require, and
to simplify the process of selling
them back.
At this point, Dyer's hope is to
begin the textbook classifieds sys-
tem by winter quarter. He notes
that they are in the final stages of
planning right now.
However, he has loftier goals
for his new system.
"Ideally, we want it to start as
a physical book board, then see if
we can expand online," said the
junior journalism major. "Once
we gain popularity, we can grow
to allow students to do things like
sell their computers. This way,
things are kept within the Seattle
U community."
If this story sounds familiar,
it's because this isn't the first the
Spectator has reported on a stu-
dent trying to start a classifieds
system at Seattle U.
In 2008, three senior students
(Tyler Cook, Christian Mejia and
Marvin Larios) had an identical
goal, hoping to establish a univer-
sity-wide system via the launch of
campuslinkup.com.
That website is still listed as
being in beta, and at the time of




"I think it will succeed. I went
to Everett Community College
and they had a successful book
sharing system there," Dyer said.
According to Dyer, bookstore
buyback currently operates under
an independent agency.
They make a profit by buying
the books from Seattle U students
and re-selling them elsewhere, a
process he hopes to eliminate.
"I'm hoping [the buy back
agency services] will be phased
out, one of our steps is, in place
of the book buy back agency, to
have a table to sign up for the clas-
sifieds," Dyer said.
Some Seattle U students are
enthusiastic about the change.
"I guess selling them back
to the bookstore is usually the
best I can get," said junior busi-
ness management major Kyla
Tamayori. "But I would for sure
use [the classifieds system] to get
a better price, even if it meant I
had to wait a while."
Dyer continues to head the ef-
fort on behalf of ASSU, he says
he has been in discussion with
Robert Spencer, manager of the
bookstore.
"He said he didn't think it
would cause a threat and that he
has no problem with it." Dyer
said.
Spencer was reluctant to com-
mentregarding the classifieds sys-
tem. He said that he asked Dyer
to send his proposal to those in-
volved on campus, and that he
hasn't seen anything yet.
"As for the bookstore's posi-
tion, we need to see what the
proposal is before we can offer a
position," Spencer said.
Spencer did note that the
bookstore currently offers book
buyback at up to 50 percent retail
to students.
Dyer appeared confident that
the project would be a success,
and was clear that he wanted the
effort to remain in the hands of
ASSU.
"Right now [control of the
project] is up in the air. ASSU
spearheaded the project and I
would like to see it remain as a
function ofASSU," Dyer said.




University gets a lower grade than last year, student
involvement, transportation grades pull down rating
2010 2011
Administration A g
Food & recycling A A
Student involvement B C
Endowment transparency C B
Shareholder engagement D
Results via greenreportcard.org
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Four students rush into theExperience Music Project and Science Fiction Museum Saturday nightwhere
theannual Fall Ball dance was being held this year. With a live DJ, access to all the museum's exhibits






Californians mayhave rejected le-
galizing recreational marijuana, but
voters across the state are more than
ready to reap revenue from the states
largest cash crop.
On Election Day, all 10 cities
with local measures on dieirballots
approved new or higher taxes on
marijuana sales that put the need for
cash above the stigma of a federally
banned drug.
The same was true in Colorado,
where medical marijuana was ap-
proved in 2000. Nine municipalities
approved higher sales taxes on medi-
cal marijuana products diis year. So
far, no Colorado town with a mari-
juana tax question on the ballots has
rejected it.
The embrace ofpot as a legitimate
revenue stream signals the contin-
ued mainstreaming of marijuana
in both states, despite the defeat of
California's Proposition 19.
"As part of treating this business
like any other business in the city, we
need to update our business opera-
tion tax to include them," said Amy
Williams, a spokeswoman for the
City of Sacramento, where voters
approved a 4 percent tax on medi-
cal pot.
Other cities that approved special
marijuana taxes, including San Jose,
Long Beach and Oakland, have all
struggled with recession-driven defi-
cits, and all decided to look to mari-
juanato bridge the gap.
Some cities put measures on
the ballot to prepare themselves in
case voters approved Proposition
19, which included a provision that
wouldhave legalized small-scale culti-
vation ofmarijuana across the state.
Long Beach's measure, which
passed overwhelmingly, would have
imposed a 15 percent tax on busi-
nesses that sold marijuana for recre-
ational use.
Voters in Stockton imposed a 4
percent tax on medical marijuana dis-
pensaries. The same measure would
have levied alO percent tax on non-
medical marijuana businesses.
Oakland voters led the way last
year by passing the country's first
special tax on medical marijuana, an
extra $18 for every $ 1,000 in sales
on top of the city's regular sales tax
of9.75 percent. In the most recent
election, voters raised that tax rate to
$50 for every $1,000.
And the city is poised to lead
again in pushing the limits of gov-
ernment-sanctioned pot sales. Later
thismonth, the city will begin taking
applications for permits to run four
industrial-scale medical marijuana
growing operations.
Nearly 300 groups and individu-
als have registered their interest in ap-
plying for the permits. Each would
have to pay a $5,000 nonrefundable
fee to apply. Recipients of the permits
would be required to pay an annual
fee of $211,000.
The decision to tax the drug in a
way that resembles special taxes on
recreational substances like alcohol
and tobacco moves the state even
closer to acknowledging openly that
marijuana being sold legally under
state law is "medical" in name only.
Currendy, tobacco distributors in
California must pay 87 cents in taxes
per pack ofcigarettes and a tax rate
of more than 33 percent for other
tobacco products.
Beer and wine are taxed at a rate
of 20 cents per gallon. Hard liquor
taxes are $3.30 per gallon for spirits
less than 100 proof and $6.60 per
gallon for over 100 proof.
Medical marijuana advocates are
frustrated by the comparison to other
mood-altering substances. They be-
lieve that what they see as the drug's
broad therapeutic properties should
put pot in the same category as pre-
scription medications, which are not
taxed.
They also believe that not grant-
ing the drug the respect they think
it deserves as medicine has led to
crackdowns, in other California cit-
ies less enthusiastic about embracing
marijuana as a revenue source.
Recent regulations have forced
many dispensaries inLos Angeles to
close, after a loophole in a moratori-
um on suchoperations allowed hun-
dreds ofpot retailers to open, turning
the city for a time into a free-for-all
of legal weed.
The embrace of
pot as a revenue
stream signals its
mainstreaming.






San Diego prosecutors have waged
along-running battleagainst dispen-
saries,arguing that state law does not
permit the retail pot storefronts that
have become the norm.
While the medical marijuana
business has made some entrepre-
neurs wealthy, taxes on the drug are
not universally viewed as a salvation
for ailing local economies.
In Sacramento, officials estimated
that taxes on dispensaries would re-
alistically bring in about $500,000
per year. Afinancial review earlier this
year projected deficits topping $50
million annually in coming years.
"Of course we need whatever we
can get, but it's not going to make a
huge dent inour problem,"Williams
said.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/newsnews
Rocking out at the EMP, dancing
the night away at Fall Ball 2010
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More Americans study
abroad while Chinese
study in US schools
Kathy Matheson
Associated Press
American students are increas-
ingly studying abroad in nontradi-
tional destinations like Chile and
Peru, while U.S. universities are
hosting a growing number of stu-
dents from China, according to a
report released Monday.
Nearly 128,000 Chinese stu-
dents studied in America in 2009-
10, a 30 percent increase over
the previous academic year, the
annual study by the Institute of
International Education found.
Chinese citizens comprise about
19percent ofthe international stu-
dents in the U.S., the highest per-
centage of any country. India and
South Korea are next, accounting
for 15 percent and 10 percent,
respectively.
"A global education prepares
them to become leaders in their
own countries and societies," Ann
Stock, assistant U.S. Secretary of
State for Educational and Cultural
Affairs, said in a statement.
Meanwhile, more than 260,000
U.S. students studied abroad in
2008-09, a slight dip over the pre-
vious year and likely due to the re-
cession, said PeggyBlumenthal, the
institute's executive vice president.
Researchers expect the number to
rise again next year, she said.
While most Americans study
in Britain, Italy and Spain, those
nations have declined in popular-
ity since 2007-08. Countries with
the biggest increases include Peru,
South Korea and Chile, followed by
Argentina and South Africa.
The growing interest in nontra-
ditional destinations is partly be-
cause students with a wider variety
of majors are deciding to travel,
Blumenthal said.
Public health majors can go to
South Africa to learn about the
AIDS crisis, while business majors
could travel to China and envi-
ronmental majors might study in
South America, Blumenthal said.
Some of those countries are appeal-
ing because of their lower cost of
living, she noted.
Also, the fact that English is
more widely spoken makes it easi-
er for Americans to study in more
places, said Allan E. Goodman, the
institutes president and CEO.
"Ten or 15 years ago, you
couldn't go to France or Germany
unless you were fluent," Goodman
said. "English has opened the world
»up.
The U.S. hosts more interna-
tional students than any other
country — 691,000 last year, up 26
percent in the past decade — which
experts say shows the appeal of the
higher education model here.
Most foreign students study
business and management, fol-
lowed by engineering, physical and
life sciences, and math and com-
puter science.
Overall, they contribute nearly
$20 billion to the U.S. economy
through tuition, room and board,
andotherexpenses, according to the
U.S. Department ofCommerce.
The top U.S. institutions host-
ing international students — with
more than 7,000 each in the 2009-
10 academic year — were the
University ofSouthern California,
University ofIllinoisand New York
University.
About 9 percent of the freshman
class at Bryn Mawr College is from
China, an increase from 6 percent
last year, said Jenny Rickard, the
school's chiefenrollment and com-
munications officer.
Rickard traveled to China last
fall to promote the elite women's
college near Philadelphia. She said
having a diverse student body "en-
riches the educational opportuni-
ties we are able to provide."
"It really helps us grow as an in-
stitution as well," Rickard said. "By
bringing in different perspectives,
you learn a lot about yourself."
The Institute of International
Education is a New York-based
nonprofit whose Open Doors 2010
report was produced with support
from the U.S. State Department's
Bureau ofEducational and Cultural
Affairs.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
Specs of theWeek
Taking the 'loko' out of Four Loko
Phusion Industries announcedTuesday that they will be taking all taurine,
guaranaand caffeine content out oftheir infamous beverage,Four Loko. The
announcementcomes after a Washington State ban today forbid the sale of
caffeine-alcohol mix botded beverages.
Phusion leaders have long insisted that the chemical combination is more
than safe enough to sell and consume, but statewide concern over the safety
ofcollege-aged drinkers in particular has outpaced their claims.
In thepast, the company had put numerous warning labels on their bever-
age, something that will not satisfy protestors this time.
"By taking this action today, we are again demonstrating leadership, co-
operation and responsible corporate citizenship," said the CEO's in a public
statement to the press Tuesday morning.
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A student fainted in the lobby of
Pigott. The student refused as-
sistance and left the area unat-
tended.
Disturbance
Nov. 8, 5:15 p.m.
A student injured a knee playing
basketball. The student declined
medical attention.
Disturbance
Nov. 8, 8:10 p.m.
Public Safety responded toa dis-




A studentreported an aggressive
panhandler by Bellarmine. Public




A student complained of flu like
symptoms in Pigott. The student




Public Safety contacted a non-
affiliate male and female in the
shrubbery on the Union Green.
They cleared upon contact.
Suspicious Persons
Nov. 11,12:00 a.m.
Public Safety contacted two
non-affiliate males carrying mul-
tiple bags near the 800 block of





A student left a backpack and
laptop unattended in a study




A community member reported
a large party involving Seattle U
students on 22nd Avenue. The
community member was told to
contact the Seattle Police v De-
partment to address the noise.
Safety Assist
Nov. 11,11:20 p.m.
An intoxicated student vomited






The time has finally arrived. After
years of first reading, and then watching
Harry, Ron and Hermione grow up, the end
is finally here. But for all those nostalgic
about the end, part two will come in July,
leaving plenty of time to relive the adventures
all over again. For the really devoted fans,
dressing up as your favorite witch or wizard
is pretty much a requirement, and those who
want a good seat had better plan on leaving
early. Theaters downtown are showing it, and
there are still tickets available.
nrnH music
I Mother Knows Best
Combining literary and musical
work, actress/performer Lauren Weedman,
novelist Stacey Levine, cartoonist David
Lasky and country music singer/composer
Zoe Muth will all perform at the Hugo House
to stage, read and perform to the theme of




For snow sport enthusiasts, the colder
weather means only one thing: snow fall-
ing in the mountains just waiting for fresh
tracks. In order to get in the mindset for
the coming ski season, Warren Miller will
be showing yet another of his now clas-
sic ski films, narrated this year by ski icon
Jonny Moseley. The film will be showing
Nov. 19-20 at McCaw Hall at various times.
ETIH1 SPORT
I Snowshoe Trip
After watching footage of epic snow
adventures, go on one of your own with
O.A.R. when they host a snowshoe trek to
Stevens Pass Nordic Center. For $10 snow-
shoes, snacks and a pass to the park will be
provided for a day of getting in touch with
nature. Participants need to bring their own
waterproof clothing, and participants must
sign up by Nov. 17th in the Connolly Center
to reserve their spot.
nwm READING
I Elsie Huisizer
For those interested in seeing how
glaciers, bears and totems are all related, at-
tendance at Elsie Hulsizer's presentation of
her book Glaciers, Bears and Totems: Sailing
in Search of the Real Southeast Alaska would
be a good place to start. She will also describe
her experiences with the fjords ofAlaska and
the wild and unruly terrain that produced




Building on the sounds of The
Postal Service with more ambient and relax-
ing tones, Freelance Whales has quickly built
up an impressive reputation in the short time
since their first record's release. Blending folk
elements such as the banjo with more pop-
inspired elements, the band creates songs
with the perfect balance of harmonies. With
supporting acts MiniatureTigers and Pepper
Rabbit, the show promises to be a good one.
Doors open at 8 p.m. at The Crocodile.
nirari music
I Blonde Redhead
In their latest album, Blonde
Redhead maintains the sound they created
in their last album and only makes it bet-
ter, while still maintaining their own unique
sound. The ambient and enchanting sounds
created vary throughout the album, and this
material mixed with older songs should pro-
vide a great variety for a live show. Door open
at 8 p.m. at The Showbox.
E-mail soon to be obsolete because of Facebook?
BLOG POST OF THE WEEK
Do you think email is "old
news"? Soon, it could be your-
name@facebook.com. Facebook
announced today that it was
working on creating a new
messaging service that would
combine email, texting and
chatting.
Can I haz Fasebook2? image
via news.cnet.com
CEO Mark Zuckerberg
made the announcement in San
Francisco today, claiming that
the Facebook messenger sys-
tem is not an "e-mail killer".
Zuckerberg goes on to say:
"Maybe we can help push the
way people do messaging more
towards this simple, real-time,
immediate personal experi-
ence. E-mail is still really im-
portant to a lot of people. We
think this simple messaging
is how people will shift their
communication."
As the company's biggest
project to date, Facebook is
pushing the boundaries of what
"social news media" means. With
its new messenger service, soon,
subject lines, "CC" and "BCC"
will all be obsolete. This isn't an
email service, it's Facebook.
And for Facebook, this isn't
an email service, it's the future.
(Duh)
Competing with other in-
ternet giants, Google, Yahoo,
Microsoft and AOL-Facebook
is slowly climbing to the top and
will very soon be on the same
level as them.
Gmail will be Facebook's big-
gest competitor when in releases
its messenger service.
Of the 193 million Gmail us-
ers, how loyal are you to your
Gmail? What about your Yahoo
account? Or even your AOL
account-you know, if you still
happen to be living in the 90s'.
Facebook is banking on a new
generation that would be open
to a new way of connecting to
their friends and families. With
a whole new operating system
that wouldrequire an immediate
persona change, how passionate
are you about technology that
you would forget email?
Forget the fancy additions,
such as providing an instant
save archive for all your conver-
sations (Gmail has that t00)...
the important question is, how
badly do you want Gmail to
beat out Facebook?
Think about it.
Carolyn may be reached at
onlineeditor@su-spectator.com
Image via news.cnet.com
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Art Walk stumbles into Vermillion
CandaceShankel | The Spectator
Mark Vonßosenstiel's "Remember" uses a
self-organizing map algorithm fed through the laptop
sitting above the piece. It is being featured at Vermil-
lion this month.
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Economy still lagging, Thanksgiving at home a
luxury for some students, not an option for others
The dollars make no sense
could probably get there for around 200
bucks. Ifyou plan on returning the following
Sunday, you'll really only have to pay about
$30 more, but you might be left with only
one or two flight times to choose from. The
rest are sold out. If you're flying home from
San Francisco via Virgin America, all the
Sunday flights have already been booked.
It's even worse if you opt to ride Amtrak
to Salt Lake; you're looking at $270 to get
there and $305 to get back. The trip takes
more than 24 hours to complete, and you'll
have to spend a decent amount of time in
Sacramento. Even ifyou're just traveling to
Portlandvia Amtrak, you're still going to pay
50 bucks each way, and a lot of the Sunday
returning trains are booked.
Is the slight jump in price and crappy
availability enough to keep students in
Staff Writer
The Sunday afterThanksgiving is the most
heavily traveled day of the year according
to the Research and Innovative Technology
Administration Bureau of Transportation
Statistics. Students headed home for the
long weekend probably intend to return for
finals week so will have no choice but to pay
top dollar for flights back to Seattle. There
are two fairly obvious ways of solving this
problem: either fly home on Saturday and
cut short your already extremely brief vaca-
tion, or just don't leave in the first place.
If you had booked a flight on Saturday
to, say, Salt Lake City on southwest.comfor
the Tuesday before Thanksgiving, then you
Seattle? You betcha. Charlie Dickson, a ju-
nior philosophy major from Wisconsin has
not gone home once for Thanksgiving since
he's been at Seattle U.
"It's too bloody expensive to fly back,"
he said. "Seriously, it's like $450 to $500. I
mean, eff that."
But statistics show that people are still
traveling and that travelers' age decresases
during the holiday season. Even though it's
only by a few years (38 during most of the
year and 34 during the holidays), this could
mean that young adults, including college
students, are finding their way home. That
is, unless it's too far.
While travel numbers increase around
Thanksgiving, the average distance traveled
is shorter than it is during Christmas time.
So, a lot ofpeople are traveling, but it might
not necessarily be worth it to travel across the
continent just to eat turkey for a few days.
According to BTS, "about halfofholiday
travelers make same-day trips without spend-
ing a night away. Long-distance travelers who
make overnight trips at Thanksgiving spend
an average of just under three nights away."
Whatcan we learn from all this? Basically,
Thanksgiving is, in fact, the heaviest travel
day of the year, but these statistics don't at
any point specify what sort ofdistance merits
the label of"travel." People are definitely go-
ing places, but similar to Wisconson's own
Dickson, they're not willing to go very far.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
Faculty feel pressure to accomodate holiday break
John Beaton
Staff Writer
Students aren't the only people that are affected by
the Thanksgiving Day weekend. Faculty and staffmust
also plan their schedules around the five day vacation
that is coming up this month. Like the students that
they teach, faculty and professors want nothing more
than to relax and enjoy Thanksgiving the way it was
meant to be enjoyed: lounging around, gobbling up
turkey, enjoying a nice football game and the Macys
parade.
Before this turkey gestation can occur, papers must
be graded and plans must be made for the last push
before the end of the quarter and the beginning of
Christmas break. Some professors feel that the real
pressure lies on the students and not themselves when
it comes to the end of the quarter.
Daniel Peterson, a theological studies professor,
claimed that the real problems come during the last
leg of the quarter: the weeks after Thanksgiving and
before Christmas break.
When asked about class schedulingand students' at-
tendance, Peterson said, "I think the real pressure comes
at the end of the term, particularly in the fa 11... It is no
question that after the Thanksgiving break I am dealing
with the dead among the living."
This apathy and academic lethargy (possibly a side
effect of the turkey) seems like the biggest issue that
professors face regarding this particular time of the year.
However, Peterson claimed that these side effects are
mostly a detriment to the students and the academic
process that they are supposed be involved in.
Another voice ofopinion that supported the notion
of student responsibility came from Richard Young.
Young is a political science professor and has claimed
that he feels little pressure to cancel classes before
Thanksgiving break.
"I view this period as an opportunity to do more
reading than usual, and I have always held my stu-
dents accountable for assignments due the following
Monday," Young said.
These views seem to mark a consensus among the
professors in which students, not the professors, are re-
sponsible for coming to class and participating up until
the last day before break. It would seem that students
who do take an early break should at least try to get
some reading done on the flight.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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It's Thanksgiving! Not everyone will
find themselves homeward boundfor tur-
key legs and stuffing, and that creates the
question ofwhat to do during the five-day
weekend.
For those staying on campus, there will
be a few activities to take part in, including
one that is being hosted by the International
Student Center (ISC) called, "International
Thanksgiving Dinner and Desserts Around
theWorld:A Fundraiser for Disaster Relief."
Attendees are being asked to bring a dessert
from their own culture, big enough to feed
10 to 15people. On dieir events listing, ISC
describes dieevent by saying, "We will have
an array of desserts from many cultures il-
lustrating the bounty all around us. And of
course it will be delicious to eat!"
Other students who have created a home
away from home here in Seattle are still par-
taking in die traditional celebration.
"A bunch of friends [and I] are get-
ting together for our own version of
Thanksgiving. We've basically created our
own family, where we eat and drink un-
til we pass out. I'm bringing the turkey,"
said Austin Clayton.senior biology major.
"Home for me is back in Minnesota. I'm
waiting to go back during Christmas."
the Seattle Center.
Seattle Center's annual Winterfest will
start the Friday after Thanksgiving, open-
ing up with a variety offree activities. An
ice rink will open, as well as ice sculpting,
Seattle's best jazzand other cultural events.
There will also be a train set up that people
are allowed to drive.
Aside from Winterfest, there are ac-
tivities such as the free screening of "Santa
Claus Conquers the Martians," the 1964
classic movie, at the JBL theatre in the
Experience Music Project. It should provide
a laugh or two, as it is often deemed one of
the worst films ever made.
There are various other cheap things
to do, like going to see plays such as
"The Scarlet Letter," or "Hamlet." You
just need to be creative, or good at
searching Google.





Illustrations by Trevor Brown | The Spectator
The Spectator
reccomends:
Alternatives or tools to save money
on holiday travel
1. Find a rideshare to Portland or
Vancouver, a cheap way to bum a ride
2. Bring only a carry-on, airlines have
hiked up fees for checked baggage so
pack light
3. Tag along with a friend who lives
close, you get the food and family feel
without having to be around your
own relatives
4. Buy seperate one-way tickets,
one-ways deals can be cheaper than
roundtrip fares so shop around
before committing
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on the sale of alcoholic energy
drinks. Its decision came shortly
after Michigan's Liquor Control
Commission passed a similar
ban. Governor Chris Gregoire and Attorney
General Rob McKenna approved the new
ban, which goes into effect the day this news-
paper hits stands.
The ban will expire in 120 days, after
which state lawmakers will examine the pos-
sibility ofmaking it permanent.
Storeowners carrying Four Loko had un-
til Nov. 17 to clear an estimated $3 million
worth ofproduct from their shelves. Given
the stampede to stock up on Four Loko the
ban inspired, I don't think they'll have much
But I'm a person completely uninterested
in fisticuffing with a desperate consumer over
a can of Four Loko. So I set off to find the
drink as soon as I heard about the ban.
If you are unfamiliar with Four Loko, al-
low me to be the Virgil to your Dante and
guide you through the inferno that is the
drink's recent history in Washington.
Four Loko combines two liquids that
appeal mostly to young people: energy
drinks and alcohol. When people drink high
amounts of caffeine (an upper) with alcohol
(a downer), the caffeine keeps them more
alert and helps to mask the regular affects
of alcohol.
"Normally when someone's drunk, they
feel it, right? They're tired, they're lethar-
gic ... because their nervous system is be-
University's director of health promotion.
"Caffeine is a stimulant, so it basically can-
cels that out. When you drink something like
Four Loko ... essentially what happens is you
don't feel drunk."
A drinker ofFour Loko, deceived into be-
lieving she's sober, might continue to drink
alcohol until suddenly the effects hit them.
What complicates matters in the case
ofFour Loko is it's also 12 percent alcohol.
When someone chugs a whopping 23.5 ounce
can ofFourLoko, they're drinking something
roughly equivalent to five cans ofbeer.
Most people, me included, get pretty
buzzed off offive cans of beer.
THE QUEST BEGINS
Soon after I began my search for a can of
Four Loko, I came to envy the people who
drank multiple cans of the beverage, because
at least they could find it. Of the eight estab-
lishments I visited near Seattle Us campus,
none of them carried it. Given the level of
public concern about the accessibility ofFour
Loko to underage drinkers, I halfexpected to
discover cans growing on trees.
When I finally found a can of Four
Loko, I had driven myself all the way to the
U-District. The market wasn't particularly
close to the University ofWashington. I con-
cluded that stores near college campuses knew
better than to sell a beverage nicknamed "a
blackout in a can."
The struggle to find Four Loko raised my
spirits a little bit.After all, I reasoned, your av-
erage college student wouldn't work sohard to
find Four Loko if it wasn't also good, right?
Wrong.
I don't have high standards when it comes
to what I drink. I'm not ashamed to say I
drink wine from a box. But as soon as I
popped the tab of my can ofFour Loko I
knew it wouldbe awful.
It smelled like cough syrup. It tasted like
cough syrup. Cough syrup with club soda and
alcohol mixed in.
Four Loko, thy flavor is foul.
And yet, young drinkers in Washington
have taken to imbibing toxic amounts of it.
On Oct. 8, police in Roselyn, Wash., ar-
rived at a house party populated largely by
students from Central Washington University.
While breaking up the festivities, the officers
discovered nine passed out students who were
"You don't hear students
blacked out and almost
11 of them died from
drinking rum and coke."
Deb Hinchey
Director of Health Promotion
originally thought to have been drugged.
Later, after rushing them to the hospital, au-
thorities discovered the alleged cause of their
unconsciousness: Four Loko.
"That is not the only time that has hap-
pened," Hinchey said. "You don't hear stu-
dents blacked out and almost 11 ofthem died
from drinking rum and coke."
State legislators want to protect students
from future incidents like this.
"By taking these drinks off the shelfwe're
saying 'no' to irresponsible drinkingand tak-
ing steps to prevent incidents like the ones
that made these college students so ill,"
Gregoire said shortly after theannouncement
of the ban.
HURLING CHEETOS
My last sober decision of the evening
was suggesting that we watch a Harry Potter
movie while I nursed my can and waited for
the buzz to hit me.
We decided to watch "Harry Potter and
the GobletofFire." I remained level headed
enough to observe that Daniel Radcliffe
looks better with long hair because it hides
his boxy head, but by the time Mr. Potter was
competing in the first task of the Triwizard
Tournament, I knew I was fading fast.
Four Loko got me drunk. Not so drunk
that I passed out or got crazy, because thank-
fully I had the foresight to drink only one can.
But I agree with what I've read about Four
Loko: one minute you're fine, then you're a
little tipsy and before you know it you're hurl-
ing Cheetos at Professor Dumbledore.
Or something like that.
I also agree with critics ofFour Loko that
the drink is targeted at young people who
might not know howto pace themselves. After
all, I can't imagine any mature adult would
choose to purchase something that tastes like
alcoholic carbonated cough syrup.
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Don't knock it 'til you try it
12 the spectator su-spectator.com/entertainment
Yo Gabba Gabba makes it rain balloons in Tacoma
Kelton Sears
Entertainment Editor
"I'm so sorry," the mom said repeatedly,
apologizing for her children. Holding fouror
five balloons that had fallen from the ceiling
in their tiny hands, they'd accidentally hit
me in the head repeatedly over the past five
minutes. Tripping over themselves in ecstatic
joy, they shouted "ILOVE YOU BROBEE!"
as they ran around in the narrowaisles of the
Tacoma Dome.
"Oh, it's totally okay," I assured the mom,
"I don't mind."
It really was. The
kids could hit me in
the head with bal-
loons all they wanted,
because I was having
just as much fun as
they were.
Yo Gabba Gabba,
the hip Nick Jr. show
known for its retro feel
and for featuring artists
like The Shins, MGMT
and Of Montreal
brought its neon-day-
glo insanity to Tacoma
on Nov. 13. Droves of
hip children with their
hipsterparents showed
up to get their wiggles
out, as instructed by
the show's orange clad
ring leader, DJ Lance.
Accompanying DJ




Foofa, Brobee, Toodee and Plex.
There is something surreal about watching
Biz Markie breathlessly instruct a sprawling
line of four-year-old children how to beat-
box. Biz Markie, who you may know best as
the heavy set rapper of"Just a Friend" fame,
has a regular slot on Yo Gabba Gabba called
"Biz's Beat of the Day."
"Alright kids," Biz panted, "Go BOOM-
HA-BOOM-BOOM-HA."
What followed from the audience sound-
ed like a giant high pitched coughing fit. An
adorable one.
The highlight of the night: a reenactment
of the show's most popular clip, the "Party
in My Tummy" song. A giant slide meant
to resemble an esophagus was rolled out on
stage as Brobee, the green furry monster
with gangly long arms sang "THERE'S A
PARTY IN MYTUMMY!SO YUMMY! SO
YUMMY" People dressed as a chicken leg,
a juice box and a giant piece of cheese then
slid down the esophogal slide onto the stage.
Vegetable people then cried that they weren't
invited to the tummy party. All rejoiced when
the conflict was resolved, and the carrot and
greenbean men were invited to dance around
with the other food groups.
While it was odd watching hoards of
children scream in joy as these food people
got digested on stage, it was also reassuring.
Among boring drivel like Hannah Montana
and Drake & Josh, there's still room for in-
sanity in the world of children's television
programming. Seeing it live was a treat.
I even got a free balloon.
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
- Candace Shankel | The Spectator





"GREG" is the documentary-style
story of a South American-born Seattle
University student trying to find his place
in his new home, which proves difficult
since he is a banana. Director and captain
of the production team, Bakery Unite, is
Erica Webster.
Campus Moviefest, die host of the fes-
tivalcalls the fourminute movie "a coming
ofage story befitting this generation."
"Greg," like all great documentaries,
exposes the audience to a memorable
characters struggles in everyday life. For
Greg, these daily challenges stem from his
inability to play sports (he bruises easily)
and separation from his parents after mov-
ing to college.
"They don'tsay muchbut I know they're
proud of me," Greg says ofhis parents at
one point.
"Greg" received excited applause and
cheers from the audience when it was an-
nounced as Best Picture. Unfortunately the
directors were unable to except their award
in person due to prior engagements, but it's
circulation with Campus Moviefest is far
from over. "Greg" and the rest of Seattle
University's student-produced movies can
be seen at www.campusmoviefest.com.
"TO TEA OR NOT TO TEA" is a
clever narrative about three uniquely suc-
cessful bachelors all vying for one young
woman's hand in marriage. Although
it sounds slightly like an episode ofThe
Bachelorette, it is far from it.
Set in an undisclosed location in
Great Britain in 1923, the story's central
characters are a wealthy female and her
mother, who is anxiously trying to get her
daughter married off for financial secu-
rity. Unfortunately, they have only three
baffling choices; a novelist specializing in
erotic fiction, an over-enthused thespian,
and an eccentric hunter who made his
wealth playing the stock market.
Writer and director PeterEdlund packs
anastounding amount ofhumor andclever
anecdotes into this five minute movie star-
ring shamelessly funny students who ap-
pear born to play their respective roles.
"WITH A LITTLE HELP", a Beatles'
inspired revelation for a struggling, and
admittedly inferior, musician received the
loudest applause during Monday night's
screening. When the reviews for a rocker's
latest show call him theworst musician of
all time, he flies into a fit ofrage fueled by
alcohol and other substances.
In the midst of the usual wrathful de-
struction ofhis house, the musician is vis-
ited by what appears to be a disembodied
voice belonging to one ofThe Beatles. The
voice instead belongs to a clever smack talk-
ing beetle, but close enough right? While
the musician ingests various drugs and
alcohol, the beetle feeds him sage advice
befitting The Beades, who the beede claims
to be in league with.
The strugglingmusician concludes that
drugs and alcohol are not the answer, but
only half-heartedly, per the not-so-pro-
found beetle's suggestion. Director Nick
Wichman, upon receiving the award for
best comedy said to a satisfied audience,
"A word about drugs. Don't do them. Yeah,
don't do them."
Ellie may be reached at
ewhite@su-spectator.com
A word about drugs.








Infinity Ward is all but dead, and Treyarch
is left to carry the load of the Call of Duty
franchise. With a bigger budget and higher
expectations, the second string CoD devel-
oper delivers with a high-octane, wire to wire
thriller that entices gamers to answer the Call
Set in the '60s during the height of the
Cold War, Black Ops puts the player in the
shoes ofAlex Mason, a rogue United States
Special Operations soldier and unwilling
bullet magnet. The game begins with Mason
strapped to an electric chair as he is inter-
rogated by shadowy figures for reasons ye
unknown to the player. The scene sudden
shifts into a flashback, as the player explore
Mason's memory for answers that will leac
Running the gamut from the Bay o
Pigs invasion to the Tet Offensive, Blac
Ops is perfect for the bloodthirsty histor
cal types. While the single player (no co-o
campaign) is on par with that of Modern
Warefare 2's, Treyarch trades awe for sheer
violence. The difference in the two develop-
ers tastes rears its ugly head as
limbs are blown off and en-
emy soldiers' heads are melted
by napalm.
One gruesome torture scene
nearly had us put down the controller out
of sheer disgust.
Though the action delivers like no other.
The Vietnam War era arsenal hits hard
and is anything but subtle. Pump-action
grenade launchers, fire spewing AK-47's and
crossbows are just the tip of the iceberg. Our
personal favorite was the Dragon's Breath
shotgun, a weapon that makes Viet Cong
look like delicious roast duck with one trig-
ger pull.
While the awe of Modern Warefare may
take a back seat to previous installations in
the franchise, the high-powered story more
than compensates. The plot is smartlywritten
and satisfying, better than any CoD install-
ment to date. In an era ofburly yet brainless
action franchises, it's a welcome change.
The six to eight hour campaign is just the
beginning. What will have you coming back
for more is the excellent multiplayer and the
ever-popular Nazi Zombies mode.
Treyarch continues its über popular fascist
frightfest with three new maps. The first takes
place in an old theater, and is standard fare
as far as Nazi Zombies go. Upon completion
of the campaign, the player is given the op-
tion of playing as John F. Kennedy, Robert
McNamera, Fidel Castro or Richard Nixon
as the four fight offhordes of undead at the
Pentagon. The third mode is indescribably
fun and a pleasant surprise. You'll just have
to unlock it for yourself and see.
Overall, Call of Duty: Black Ops is the
next true step in the series, not just another
nameless entry. Any of the three main game
modes could be packaged as separate games,
but you get them all for one price of




and Nazi Zombies 2.0 give you
the most bang-bang for your buck.
Black Ops lives up to the all-star name
of the Call of Duty series. Infinity Ward or
not, the franchise has been left in capable
hands. Go play now. Add us as a friend
(SpectatorKillzl 17) so we can kick your butts
for the whole world to see.
Fernando may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
TrevorBrown | The Spectator
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The overnight success of 'The Oatmeal'
Emma McAleavey
Staff Writer
Seattle based cartoonist Matthew
Inman likes to gripe. His cartoons,
which are posted on his website "The
Oatmeal," cover everything from dumb
e-mails, obnoxious photographs, the
perils of cooking at home as well as
handy how-to guides and just plain
silly puns.
Inman thinks the appeal of his web-
site, which gets more than 5 million hits
each month, lies in his mastery of the
comic gripe.
"I'm really good at reading people
and sort ofarticulating what's on every-
one minds but is not being said," Inman
said. "I like to write about things that
piss me off and bother me."
Inman came to Seattle as a computer
programmer from Idaho at age 17.
"[ldaho] was a Farmville, hick place,"
Inman said. "Being 17 and a computer
guy, I wasn't really fitting in there."
Inman spent some time living with
his sister. Within a few months, howev-
er, he was living on his own. By the time
he was 19, he was making upwards of
$75,000 as a computer programmer.
Programming, and later web design,
failed to satisfy the quirky Inman. After
designing a few wildly popular comics
for a website he worked for, Inman de-
cided to try turning comics into a full
time job.
"I was like 'screw this, my comics are
funny, I want to just try making a website
full of this stuff,'" said Inman.
His website, The Oatmeal, was a near
instant success.
"In the first month The Oatmeal had
about 250,000 people, which is a lot of
people. Most people in their whole career
won't get that many people and I got it in
the first month," said Inman.
But even with 250,000 people visit-
ing his website, Inman wasn't turning
a profit.
"In order to really make money I had to
bump it up to four and a half, five million
people a month," said Inman.
Inman did just that. Now with over
5 million viewers each month, Inman
is one of just a handful of webcomic
artists able to live off his work alone.
In the midst of his success, how-
ever, Inman has remained faithful to
his art. Inman tries to limit ads on his
site—there is just one small ad on the
entire site which generates six figures
in revenue a year. He also says he's
not interested in sending a message
or politicizing his work.
"People read into my comics some-
times and say 'oh he's totally making
a social commentary about America
right now,' and I'm like no, no it's just
a poop joke." Inman's one foray into
the perilous water ofdivisive American
issues was enough to deter him from
trying again. After publishing a short
comic about naming a birth control
clinic "Birth Control-Z," a pun that
references the "undo typing" or con-
trol-z function on a computer, Inman
said, "I got so much hate mail from
both liberals and conservatives. People
saying, 'you're totally pro-life, I can
tell or you're totally pro-choice P**er,
die. And I'm like both ofyou shut the
P** up, it's a pun.'"
Inman says he doesn't think he'll be
working on The Oatmeal forever.
"Most comic artists, if they do the
20 year, 30 year comic run, usually the
last 15 years are just total garbage,"
Inman said.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavey@su-spectator.com
The Oatmeal Kttp//theoatmeal-com
Fantagraphics: Seattle's alt-comix headquarters
John Beaton
Staff Writer
If someone were so inclined to venture into
Georgetown they would most likely find dilapidat-
ed brick buildings, old taverns and subversive coffee
shops. If one looked a little harder, on 1201 South
Vale Street, they would find Seattle's hidden gem,
Fantagraphics. Located kitty-corner to a worn down
brewery, the store adorns a "comic book guy carica-
ture" on the window that entices anyone who passes
by it to take a look inside.
The graphic novels at Fantagraphics are generally
more alternative than Batman or Superman and deal
with other issues than archetypal good and evil.
Larry Reid, the curator and events-coordina-
tor of the shop, spoke of the alternative nature of
Fantagraphics saying, "[Fantagraphics] is more of a
cause than a business and the choices the company
makes is driven by the love of the medium, not the
bottom line."
Reid has worked at the store since its opening
four years ago. He has also worked for Fantagraphics
publishing since 1991. Reid generally busies himself
with promoting books that are being featured in the
showroom. His most recent event was on Nov. 13
where "Destroy All Movies," a documentation of
punk influence on cinema, was being showcased.
When Reid isn't promoting, he's reading graph-
ic novels, which have become the new face of the
comic book scene. Reid spoke on the change from
superhero comics to graphic novels as something of
a generational change.
"The comic books just weren't as relevant to the
new demographic."
Reid discussed how initially this shift to graphic
novels was slow and arduous due to the fact that
most bookstores were marginalizing this particular
medium. Reid pointed out this disrespect paid to the
industry by the fact that many bookstores, up until
fairly recently, were placing the Pulitzer Prize winning
"Maus" next to "Garfield."
Now Reid claims that graphic novels are taking
off as more and more bookstores are acknowledging
them for what he believes they are—works ofvisual
and literary art.
As this graphic conversation was taking place, a
customer, specifically the only customer in the store,
crept out ofthe adults only section to offer his two
cents on the scene. From the familiar smile Reid
greeted him with, one could tell he was a regular.
He went by the name of "cool-guy" and the dried
mustard in his goatee belied, or perhaps pointed to,
his expertise ofcomic books.
"I think it's great that mainstream bookstores are
finally carrying these things. The onlyproblem is that
you have to buy something if you want to use their
bathrooms and their selection isn't as good," Cool-
guy said when comparing Fantagraphics to stores like
Barnes and Noble.
He went on to say how the culture ofSeattle itself
is an important factor to the success of the graphic
novel industry and how Fantagraphics caters to that
culture.
"It's almost completely independent here. This
store has everything for everyone, even for people like
Cool Guy," he said emphatically before he left.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Fantagraphics pushed comics as a legitimate art form since the '80s.
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lAfLJI Seattle's emerging comic scene
■ ■ ■■ moves beyond Superman and Batman
Two pros discuss the local scene:
Cambray Provo
Staff Writer
DAVID LASKY is a Seattle
cartoonist and educator. When
he moved here in die '90s, he had
only been drawing for a few years
and he credits Seattle in part for his
development as an artist. Lasky rec-
ommends groups like Cartoonists
Nordiwest, Bureau ofDraw-ers and
Friends of die Nib as a resource for
student cartoonists looking to join
established comic culture.
"We are in a golden age for com-
ics in the book publishing market,"
Lasky notes, drawing attention to
the surge of new graphic novels
being released as well as reprinted
comics from the past that were
never available before. In his work
he has covered a range of subjects
from comic biographies of James
Joyce to Richard Feynman of the
Manhattan Project to his current
project, a biography of the Carter
family. He has collaborated with
Capitol Hill cartoonist (and current
Seattlue University professor) Greg
Stump on Urban Hipster, and part-
nered withKing County in a public
service effort, "No Ordinary Flu"
producing an informational comic
drawing parallels between the 1918
Spanish flu pandemic and the swine
flu. Lasky notes that this was a radi-
cal choice for King County to try,
but it was well received nationwide.
Even as comics are becoming more
accepted in American culture, there
is still some uncertainty about how
they can be used. Lasky seeks proj-
ects that stretch the boundaries of
what comics can do—in this case,
using comics not just for reading
but for getting an important mes-
sage out through public service.
"When I was a kid, it was so
nerdy to read comics that I didn't
really want people in school to know
that I was reading comics. I kept it a
secret," Lasky says. "Now, everybody
in school is at least familiar with
comics. That's something I never
could have imagined when I was in
sth grade."
If you'd like to take a look at
Lasky s work on paper, visit the Zine
Archive (ZAPP) at the Richard Hugo
House and request Boomßoom
comics. His work can also be found
in The Best American Comics of
2006. His debut book project, a
graphic novel on the Carter family,
will be released in 2012.
PETER BAGGE has worked
for Marvel, MAD magazine, and
Fantagraphics and has rubbed shoul-
ders with comic legends R. Crumb
and Art Speigelman.
A native of New York, Bagge
moved to Seattle in the 1980s.
When he moved to Seattle in 1984
he felt there was really no cartoon-
ing community to speak of, until
about 1990, roughly around the
time that Fantagraphics moved to
the Emerald City.
"As Seattle gained a reputation in
the 1990s as the place where grunge
happened, you couldn't walk down
the street without tripping over a
cartoonist for awhile."
Bagge noticed that this initial
burst of cartoon-
ists living in the city " '
has dwindled (they
moved to Portland,





and sees what everyone
is doing online —local
flavor doesn't take hold




pletely to a comic
book called "HATE",
the success of which
brought him other op-
portunities, as well as a
key choice:
"If I really wanted
to play it safe after
achieving a modicum
ofsuccess I would have
devoted myself to do-
ing the same thing for
life."
Instead, Bagge
chose to take on new
subjects andcontinued
to experiment. He is
currently working on




a course at Seattle
University last winter.
He recommends that
students interested in comics and
graphic novels visit Fantagraphics
bookstore in Georgetown, as their
selection is interesting and outside
the mainstream. For comic book
fans, the internet is a huge resource
as well: Bagge recommends Hark!
A Vagrant, online comics by K.
Beaton.




without tripping over a
cartoonist for a while.
Peter Bagge
Cartoonist
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
graphic novel biographies of James Joyce, Richard Feynman and the Carter family, David Lasky's subjects are anything but common comic book fodder.
"Friday Late Surrealist's Ball" | David Lasky
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Senior tops off last season as Athlete of the Week
Thad Higa
Staff Writer
It's the end of the Seattle University
women's soccer season, but that doesn't
stop senior and co-captain Kara Kuttler
from being named the athletic depart-
ment's Athlete of the Week.
"I knew I always wanted to be in the
health field," said Kuttler, a nursing major
from Redmond, Wash. "I love Seattle, and
I love the city. And as far as the campus
goes, I love the community."
Kuttler is devoted to bettering the
communities that she is in and finds little
time for anything else. When asked about
her hobbies, she said laughing, "Wait—we
have time for that? I haven't had much
time really, between school and soccer."
Soccer has been a part ofKuttler's life
from a very early age.
"I have an older brother who started
playing when he was five and I would al-
ways go out to watch him play."
This led to her desire to play as well
and now it plays a very important role
in her life.
"[Soccer is] something that I can
look to to get away from the real world,"
Kuttler said.
Kuttler was the co-captain of Seattle U
women's soccer team, something she took
much responsibility for helping to keep
her teammates accountable and generally
being there for them.
"I'm extremely proud of Kara for her
contributions to the Seattle U women's
soccer program over the past four years,"
said women's soccer head coach Julie
Woodward. "She has developed into a
strong leader both on and off the field
and has been a top-notch representative
for our program. We are going to miss
her greatly next season, but we know
she will be successful in all her future
endeavors."
The season came to a close on Nov.
6 with a 1-0 shutout against Cal State
Bakersfield.
"I'm sad that it's over," Kuttler said.
"It was a big part of my life and that's
done now."
Although her career with Seattle U's
team is over, Kuttler hopes to join a team
around Seattle or possibly overseas.
"I want to keep playing," Kuttler said.
"I can't imagine life without [soccer]."
With the extra free time she has now,
she plans to get some other work done.
"I'm going to catch up with school,
and I'm still going to be working at the
training room in the Connolly Center,"
she said.
As for the future of the team, Kuttler
had more than a few kind words to say.
"I'm really excited to see where this
team will go," she said. "They have amaz-
ing talent already, and amazing players
coming in. I can see them making it into
the tournament and I'll be their number
one fan."
Thad may be reached at
thiga@su-spectator.com
[Soccer is] something
that I can look to




Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
In her last game as a Redhawk, Kuttler fired off five shots, including two on goal.
Rudy the Redhawk stirs up controversy, admiration
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer
With Seattle University's im-
minent entrance into Division
One athletics, it's only a matter of
time before Rudy the Redhawk is
as well-known around the state of
Washington as Dub the Husky or
Butch the Cougar.
But unlike the mascots of
the University of Washington or
Washington State University, which
are well established and recognized
throughout the state, Rudy is rela-
tively new on the scene.
Until 2000, Seattle Us mascot
was the Chieftain. In 1999, in a
move that drew both admiration
and ire throughout the university's
community, Seattle Us administra-
tion announced its decision to find
a new mascot.
At the time, a growing number
ofstudents and faculty members felt
a Native American mascotwas inap-
propriate. In an interview with the
Seattle Times in May 1999, when
the decision to begin searching for
a new mascot was first announced,
several university faculty and staff
members voiced concerns they had
with Seatde U's mascot.
"Folks have come to realize that
you can't rally around something
that community members will per-
ceive as offensive," said then director
of the office of minority affairs Eric
Davis to the Seatde Times.
Associate professor of history
David Madsen, who is an alumnus
of Seattle U and has taught at the
university for 30 years, disagrees that
being the Chieftains was insensitive
or improper.
"[The mascot] was obviously
about ChiefSeattle," he said, refer-
ring to the Duwamish tribal chief-
tain for whom the city and, by ex-
tension, the university is named.
In a Jan. 7, 2000 news release
from Seattle U, President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., made a similarstate-
ment about the university's former
mascot.
"The Chieftain was intended to
be a tribute, and was treated with
respect by the university, the athletic
teams and our alumni," Sundborg
said in the news release. "But over
time it became clear that many
Native Americans were unhappy
with our use of the Chieftain as a
mascot."
Madsen admits there were prob-
lems with the Chieftain mascot the
university used.
"The mascotin those days dressed
like a Plains Indian," Madsen said.
Native American tribes of
the Plains like the Blackfoot and
Comanche lived more toward
the middle of the country, in the
Great Plains, than in the Pacific
Northwest. Theirstyles of dresswere
different from the Native American
tribes who resided in and around
Seatde.
"Northwest natives didn't wear
war bonnets," Madsen said.
However, current students at the
university believe administrators
made the right decision to change
the mascot.
"I think it was a good idea be-
cause it was offensive," said Angel
Torres Mann, aSeattle U freshman.
"It'd be like having a team called
the White Guys."
Torres Mann appreciates Rudy
the Redhawk much more than she
would if the university's mascot
were still a Chieftain.
Seattle U began the process
of choosing a new mascot in July
1999 and officially announced its
selection of the Redhawk as the
new mascot in January 2000. A
group offacultyand staffmembers
from the university's community
convened to form a committee
dedicated to choose a new mascot.
No one belonging to the commit-
tee could be reached to elaborate
on why the Redhawk was eventu-
ally chosen, but many current stu-
dents don't seem to mind.
"I like it," said sophomore
Aaron Williams, who wore a
sweatshirt emblazoned with the
university's mascot. "It's not too
weird. I don't think the Redhawk
is a real animal, though."
Technically, it isn't.
While both the Red-shouldered
hawk and the Red-tailed hawk
exist in nature, Redhawks do
not. Red-shouldered hawks can
be found along the Californian
coast and in parts ofMexico, but
Red-tailed hawks can be found
around Washington state.
Given the choice between cry-
ing, "Go Red-tailed Hawks!" at
sporting events and having a fic-
tional mascot, it's safe to say that
most students don't mind Rudy's
fantastical origins.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com.
[The old mascot] was
offensive. It'd be like
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Seattle U swim teams take
on Simon Fraser at home
Ellie White
Staff Writer
The first home swim meet
for the Redhawks ended in tri-
umph for the women's team
while the rival team inched past
the Seattle University men in the
final event.
The meet, which was against
admitted rivals Simon Fraser
University from Vancouver,
British Columbia, took place this
Saturday in Connolly Center.
Seattle University hosted this 22
event meet, which consisted of
11 events for the women's team
and 11 for the men's team.
The area surrounding the
swimming pool was packed with
people, some of them standing in
the doorways after all the seats
were taken. Scattered athletes and
supporters clad in SFU blue and
red on one side, and Redhawk
colors on the other, leaned anx-
iously toward the pool as the first
event got underway. The threat
of getting splashed was the last
thing on the spectators' minds as
they gathered at every corner of
the pool. Soon, a steady whistle
and cheering sound began to
echo in the snugroom.
The Redhawk women's team
won with a score of 110-94 while
the men's team was bumped to
second place in the final event
with a score of 105-97. The race
was an all-day event, yet the
swim area remained packed for
its entirety.
The winnerof the men's events
was entirely up in the air until the
final event, a 400-freestyle relay.
Simon Fraser took first place fin-
ishes followed closely by Seattle's
second and third place victories.
Sophomore Murray
Longbotham took second for the
men's 100 butterfly race, finishing
with a time of 52.63 seconds to
a Simon Fraser swimmer's 52.40
seconds. Longbotham also won
the 500 freestyle with a time of
4:40.59. The Seattle U crowd,
donning their Redhawk gear, re-
sponded favorably to the comple-
tion of the men's 200 IM, with
Seattle U junior James Gilmore in
first place followed closely behind
by sophomore JoeWertz just two
seconds later.
On the women's side, junior
Alexis Morehouse helped keep
the Redhawks just ahead of
Simon Fraser by winning two of
her events. Morehouse wonboth
the 100-breaststroke and the
200-breaststroke for the women's
swim team.
The team was happy overall
with their performance and look
forward to taking the next two
weeks off in preparation for two
meets taking place during the
first weekend ofDecember, where
Seattle U will face the University
of Utah on Dec. 3 and Brigham
Young University on Dec. 4.





Sy Bean | The Spectator
Although the men's team fell in this past weekend's meet against Simon Fraser, the competition was
tight until the final event.
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Junior Alexis Morehouse competes in the meet against Simon Fraser on Saturday. Morehouse helped
lead the women in their 110-94 victory.
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The Seattle University vol-
leyball team hopes to continue
the momentum of its six-game
winning streak going into post-
season play in a dual match with
Cal State Bakersfield this week-
end at the Connolly Center.
Although the match this
weekend was originally scheduled
to be tournament play, North
Carolina Central had to drop out
for undisclosed reasons, accord-
ing to head coach Shannon Ellis,
making it a dual match.
"It will be great to be in that
type of pressure filled situation,
which will help us play better in
big matches," Ellis said.
In order to prepare for the
match, Ellis stressed the impor-
tance of training and maintain-
ing a high level of play.
Senior Jamie Mellies agrees,
stressing the competitive nature
of practices and the effort put in
by all members of the team dur-
ing each practice.
"We'll be playing a tough
team, so it will be about im-
proving every single practice and
remembering how they played,"
said Mellies, who recently re-
ceived the distinction of ESPN
Second Team Academic All-
District VIII honors.
She is also Seattle Us all time
leader in assists with 3,911 total
and is also ranked in the top ten
for overall career digs.
The six-game winning streak
is the longest the Seattle U team
has accumulated since 2006,
according to goseattleu.com,
and the team has not won five
consecutive away matches since
2002.
The most recent win came
against Cal State Bakersfield,
with strong performances from
Mellies and Cristin Richards.
The team also had a strong fin-
ish against Stetson University in
Florida.
Ellis is optimistic about the
end of the season and the mo-
mentum the team has built up
thus far.
"I definitely want to end the
season on a high note, especially
for the graduating seniors, since
we're so grateful for their contri-
butions," Ellis said.
She is also hopeful about the
team's future next season, detail-
ing a few goals she has in mind.
"We just need to bring in re-
cruits and train like crazy," Ellis
said. "The off-season will be
critical, since it's a continuing
process making changes and be-
ing happy with those changes."
Ellis continued to describe the
goals which the team hopes to
accomplish.
"We believe in what we do,
but we also want to keep the big-
ger picture in mind," Ellis said.
"We want the team competing
on a national level."
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
The off-season will









As you sit at your computer ready to craft the perfect conclu-
sion to your pages long research paper, you suddenly hear the
dreaded voice over the library intercom, interrupting your quest
for knowledge, impeding your ability to check out books and
warning you to politely get out of the library before they close
at 9 p.m. on Sunday.
With the inauguration of the new library came unexpected
issues that still need to be workedout, as is withalmost anything
when in its trial run.
Although the library hours are inconvenient for students, es-
pecially on Sundays, budget constraints and safety concerns will
keep the hours the way they are, at least for this year. Despite
efforts from ASSU, the problem is unlikely to be solved this year,
and is unlikely to ever be solved without cooperation from the
various university agencies that must be considered when staff-
ing the library. Unlike other study spaces on campus, the library
requires staffing and security that must be budgetedand provided
for outside of what has been established for the year, and The
Byte is also another separate issue that should be considered by
Bon Appetit itself.
After forcing students to the interim library for a year, and the
impressive touting of the new 24 hour space, students may have
been expecting more than 90 seats of total space. Although little
can be done this year, with the help of ASSU, these concerns
should be taken into consideration in the future when planning
for the budget, hours and security of the library.
Since very few things are perfect the first time and change
and improvement is always necessary, hopefully with the student
objections to this issue, the library hours will change.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofFrances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzieBlake, Sarah Hiraki and Candace Shankel.
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views
of Seattle University.
Four Loko foregone
With the Washington-wide ban on alcoholic energy drinks like
Four Loko beginning today, we applaud the Washington state leg-
islature on its decision, for the most part.
No one is claiming the combination ofalcohol and caffeine is a
new concoction. Irish coffee and Long Island Iced Tea have both
been around for awhile but neither packs the same caffeine punch
as Four Loko. Four Loko has as much caffeine as two cups ofcof-
fee, which wouldn't be terrible on its own considering many college
students don't limit themselves to one cup of joe in the morning.
However, it also contains guarana, the herb that provides the extra
energy kick in drinks like Monster.
The problem with alcoholic energy drinks is theyare marketed to
young, inexperienced drinkers whowill continue to drinkwhen they
don't feel the initial buzz from the drink that boasts an 11percent al-
cohol content. The experienced drinkerwith ataste for cocktails isn't
going to purchase the tall, camouflaged can as a beveragepairing to
go with his entree.Four Loko and parent company Phusion Projects
are profiting offcollege students' desire to get drunk cheap.
The Washington Attorney General's office partnered with re-
searchers at the University ofWashington and the University of
Virginia to determine the true alcohol content of Four Loko. The
verdict?A single can of the stuffis equal to 5.64 "standard drinks."
Think almost a six pack ofbeer or several glasses ofwine.
And there are better ways to get your drink on while sticking to
yourbudget. Considerthat abotdeoftwo-buckChuck fromTrader
Joe's has fewer calories than a single can ofFour Loko. And lower
sugar content so you won't be as dehydrated.
But on Tuesday, Nov. 16,Phusion Projects announced that it will
remove all caffeine, taurine and guarana fromFour Loko products.




I don't care about spam
emails. I really don't. Simply
click the box next to them,
click the red "x" and proceed
with your life. In your latest is-
sue you not only give this me-
nial debacle (that only lasted
the span of two days) the front
cover, but you also devote a sec-
ond article to it! And then, as
ifyou hadn't bored me enough,
you give over the majority of the
opinion section to, yet again,
spam emails. Wow. Now take
a step back. Who in their right
mind is going to actually want
to read one of these articles, let
alone all three? Surely, between
the writers that work for you,
at least one of them has to have
something more interesting to
say.
Come on, you're full of
young, passionate writers
who have hopefully not given
into the mundane already, so
why not reflect, that innocent
curiosity in your stories? I rec-
ognize that some of you want to
be serious writers and journal-
ists! And such, and that this is
good practice and all, and good
to put on your resume, but if
you can't have fun at your col-
lege newspaper, when are you
ever going to get the chance to?
So live a little. Also, I don't care
about the giant Christmas tree
we may or may not have, and
sure as s**t don't care about a
school in Delaware thatreceived
some funding. Please don't make
me pick up your next issue and
immediately recycle it. I want
to engage with a college news-
paper that reflects the interests
of the college community we
are part of, not be bored out of
my gourd. Also if you could tell
the KSUB guys next door to get
their s**t together too, that'd be
great.






Sarah Palin has a pretty innovative
new presidential campaign she rolled
out last Sunday—onTLC.
"Sarah Palin's Alaska," TLC s new
hit showset the channel'sratings record
for a premiere with 5 million viewers
tuning in to watch the Palin tribe do
what they do best; be onTV.
A summary of the show for those
who missed it: panoramic shots of
mountains, streams, forests, ma-
jestic skylines and general rugged
Americana for roughly 45 minutes.
Yes, it was pretty boring. But gosh
darnit, Palin sure is authentic.Look at
her flying in that plane togoon a rural
daytrip with her kids. Did you know
thatAlaska has the highest amount of
private bush plane pilots per capita in
the country?
The centerpieceof the show came
as Palin and her husband Todd took
their daughters out salmon fishing/
bear watching. "So girls, when you
cast, don'taim towards thebears okay?"
Palin instructed her daughters.
Despite the fact that the show has
been pitched as completely non-politi-
cal, let's be honest, this is campaigning
at its finest. Palin isa media-pro and is
exceeding in getting her face out there,
whether you want to see it grinning
at you or not. The show is going to
serve as both fodder for detractors and
proof for supporters that Palin is just
whatAmerica needs. Either way, there
is a discussion occurring, and Palin is
at the center ofit. I guess you could
call Palin thePentamom, she has five
kids, which is somewhat impressive.
We even get to see her impose a "no
boys upstairs" rule on Willow, her
16-year-old daughter. Willows male
friend must wait downstairs behind a
child gate until Willow comes down
to meet him. One wonders if this rule
was created before or after Bristol got
pregnant.
To be honest, the show is pretty
boring. Unless you really like Alaska,
or really like Sarah Palin, there's not
much tothe thing. There's no conflict,
there's no story, there's no nothing.
Just a lot ofsmiling Sarah Palin and
all of her ruggedness. But in the end,
that's all America really wants. Let's
justhope come 2012, enough people
realize it's not whatAmerica needs.
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.
com
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Trevor Brown | The Spectator
Tobacco companies exploit poor populations
U-WIRE
Major tobacco companies have al-
ways hada reputation for being under-
handed in the way they marketharm-
fulproducts toward gullibleconsumers.
But they have outdone themselves in
recendy as they put more time and
money into marketing tobacco prod-
ucts in developing countries.
To ensure that they keep making a
profit, companies such as Philip Morris
International and British American
Tobacco are spending billions on
marketing campaigns in Asia and
Africa. In one case, Philip Morris
sued the government of Uruguay for
excessive tobacco regulations after
the country instituted a law requiring
healthwarnings to cover 80percent of
package designs.
This blatant attempt to exploit the
worldspoorest people isreprehensible.
It is one thing tomarket cigarettes in a
country like the U.S., where the most
people are well-informed of therisks
associated with smoking. But in areas
where education is often weak and
underfunded and where health care
programs maynot be as comprehensive
as they are elsewhere, targeting poor in-
dividuals is completely unethical.
Although corporations are in the
business ofmaking a profit, thatdoesn't
mean that companies should operate
without a conscience. Attempting to
increase sales is acceptable, but ex-
ploiting people is not. Since tobacco
companies have the money and the
right to fight restrictions that benefit
the general public, it is doubtful that
much will be done in the nearfutureto
stop them. Hopefully attempts toforge
a global anti-smoking treaty succeed
and unethical companies are forcedto
reconsider their priorities.

























Christmas lighting of sequoia controversy continues
Tanner Conrad
Debate Team
An old controversy has resurfaced at
Seattle University in the form ofa campaign
to restart the lighting of the large sequoia
tree at Seattle U for the holidays. Fifteen
years ago, students and administrators de-
manded a halt to the traditional holiday
lighting on the grounds that not lighting the
150-year-old sequoia would reduce school
spending and reduce harm done to the tree,
which is a landmark to the school.
The idea to resume lighting the tree
was first brought forward on October 27,
2010 when The Spectator published Dallas
Goschie's, article, "Holiday Tree Lighting
Trumped by High Costs Then and Now."
Goschie began the article by aggressively
comparing the Seattle UAdministration
and students to the Grinch of Dr. Seuss's
"How The Grinch Stole Christmas" and
how"Fifteen years ago, the Grinch stole
Christmas at Seattle University." The ar-
ticle depicted how fiscally-oriented students
requested the darkening of the tree on the
grounds of excess expense and reducing
harm done to the Seattle U landmark.
Goschie also mentioned the possibility of
either relighting the tree with less harmful
lights or a possible compromise of light-
ing smaller trees around campus in place
of the elder sequoia tree. A survey on the
online-version of the previously mentioned
article had a small turnout, but those that
responded were split on the idea ofrelight-
ing the tree.
Two weeks after that article was pub-
lished, Dallas Goschie returned with a fol-
low-up article titled "Holiday Tree Lighting
Ignites Opposition, Faculty Rally" on the
front page of the November 10th publica-
tion ofThe Spectator. Like a true reporter
this second article helps to counteract the
original stance presented in his initial piece
in October; giving the reader a better ability
to understand the issue at hand from the
opposition standpoint. Unlike the Grinch
caricature seen before, we now see Charlie
Brown standing over his destroyed and small
Christmas tree. This shows the fears of the
objectors to decorating the sequoia in an
iconic and understandable metaphor. The
idea of the article was simply respect for the
sequoia and suggested that the decorating of
the tree would be not only disrespectful, but
would hurt the already browning sequoia.
Some have a strong opposition to the idea
oflighting the tree, even with proposed low-
impact LED lights, such as history professor
David Madsen, who claimed he would "lie
down in front of the damn cherry picker" if
the tree was to be decorated this year.
With such strong examples of opposi-
tion to the suggestion oflighting the sequoia
tree, it seems unlikely that compromise will
be met. The radical behavior and devotion
of Seattle U staff and students isn't un-
precedented or even unexpected. Just two
years ago large protest existed when Seattle
U Administration allowed the trimming of
the lower branches of the samesequoia tree.
A student interviewed was worried that the
act ofcleaning the tree for public safety and
travel convenience was a step backward from
the then 13-year-old protection of the tree,
and would lead to more dangerous policies.
The administration is still undecided on the
issue.
Interestingly enough, a controversy that
was started by students is receiving little vis-
ible reaction form the Seattle U community.
The polls on the online component of our
school newspaper still have low turnout.
The apathy towards this topic is extreme-
ly concerning, considering the effect this
topic has on nature conservation, religious
promotion, national pride and financial ap-
propriations. However, there is still time
to get the "vote out" and to have the fate
of a school treasure be at least influenced
by students.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
The apathy towards
[the sequoia tree] is
extremely concerning.




Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life contacted a stu-
dent residence in Campion, The
residents were documented for
alcohol.
Welfare Check
ov. 12, 5:15 a.m.
üblic Safety contacted an intoxi-
ated student near the entrance
o Campion Hall. Public Safety
and Housing and Residence Life




Public Safety trespass warned a
non-affiliate male loitering on the
shrubbery on the north side of
Occupational Accident
An employee reported a minor
head injury in the Lynn building.
The employee declined medical
attention.
Alcohol
iov. 12, 9:50p.m.jblic Safety and Housing and3Sidence Life contacted a stu-3nt residence in Xavier. The oc-
cupants were documented for
alcohol.
Motor Vehicle Accident
Nov. 13, 5:20 am.
A non-injury vehicle accident oc-
curred on the Murphy Garage
Access Road. There was mini-
mal damage and the parties ex-
changed insurance information.
Nov. 13, 8:15 p.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life contacted a stu-




Nov. 13, 9:05 p.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life responded to
the report of an air-soft gun in a
residence in Campion. The item





Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life contacted a stu-
dent residence in the Murphy
Apartments and the occupants
were documentedfor alcohol.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
Dope hip-hop
The hip-hop event Dope Emporium was an all-ages show held last
Saturday at Washington Hall in the Central District. The free show fea-
tured the very best underground hip-hop groups, spoken word artists and
b-boy culture experts that Seattle has to offer. It was the fifth annual Dope
Emporium, totalling more than 50 local artists in one night.
su-spectator.com/multimedia
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